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A Tradition of Quality and Innovation
For over 100 years, the Bosch name 
has stood for quality and reliability. 
Bosch is the global supplier of choice 
for innovative technology, backed by 
the highest standards for service and 
support.

Bosch Security Systems proudly 
offers a wide range of security, safety, 
communications and sound solutions 
that are relied upon every day in 
applications around the world, from 
government facilities and public venues 
to businesses, schools and homes.

New generation Bosch Divar MR 
digital versatile recorder

Bosch Divar MR 
Pushing the right button



Feature Benefi t

Simultaneous live and playback viewing, Smart 
Search, e-mail event notifi cation and protection of 
recorded events 

Hassle-free management of recorded video and 
event handling

Compatibility with Bosch CCTV keyboard, Bosch 
and third-party dome and PTZ cameras

Flexible and easy control and installation of 
movable cameras

Variety of control and input options including mouse, 
CCTV keyboard, front panel and IR remote control

Easy to operate from various access points

Real-time recording and playback in CIF* 
resolution

Delivers important details in fast-changing scenes

Control Center software for centralized viewing, 
playback and remote confi guration

Operate Divar MR on-site or remotely using the 
Control Center software

More than just 
a video recorder

 And your recordings can be secure with Divar MR‘s 
overwrite protection capability. Recordings can be 
exported to CD or DVD media as well as to USB memory 
devices.  An archive player is included in the external 
media for quick access to exported recordings, so there’s 
no need to install additional player software on your PC.  
And the archive player includes an image authentication 
feature, ensuring that you can use them in court if 
required.

More than just a video recorder, Bosch Divar MR is a 
complete CCTV management solution in an embedded unit. 
You get high-quality digital recording on up to 16 channels 
plus you can view and control cameras, handle alarms and 
check device status all through one convenient interface.

Divar MR is available with 8 or 16 channels and a variety 
of hard drive capacities, and if required, an internal DVD 
writer to satisfy a range of applications. Divar MR is a 
recording solution you can depend on, and one that suits 
your needs for features, performance and value. 

Ready to put Divar to work for you? Talk with your Bosch 
dealer today to learn more about how Divar can provide 
the right surveillance management solution for you.

The intuitive Divar MR Control Center provides complete 
remote management of the Divar MR system including 
live viewing and control, playback, confi guration and 
remote alarm notifi cation. With Divar MR Control Center 
all operation and control can be centralized to create a 
highly scalable video management solution. For added 
convenience, users can also view live images using 
Internet Explorer, making your security accessible from 
virtually anywhere you need it.

Convenience is key
Bosch Divar MR’s clever features increase the 
convenience of DVR operation.  View several live images 
and a single playback scene simultaneously to compare 
past and present events. You can capture an event at the 
press of a button on the Divar MR’s front panel, and 
receive an e-mail notifi cation when an event occurs.  The 
‘Smart Search‘ utility helps you fi nd recorded images 
quickly by looking for changes in a selected area.

 Retail applications

 Schools 

 Apartment buildings

 Hotels

Choose 
your 
solution

Affordable yet packed with 
exceptional features, Bosch 
Divar MR presents the perfect 
solution for a wide range of 
applications, including:

Abundant fl exibility
Bosch Divar MR gives you the freedom to choose from 
several options for interfacing with your system:
 Bosch’s IntuiKey keyboard gives you easy-to-use system 

control at your fi ngertips
 Use the front panel control buttons including a jog dial 

for quick access to the system
 A standard mouse or IR control puts your security in the 

palm of your hand*CIF (Common Intermediate Format) is pixel resolution standard 
for video. CIF defi nes a video sequence with a resolution of 
352x288 for PAL and 352x240 for NTSC, while 4CIF equates to a 
resolution of 704x576 for PAL and 740x480 for NTSC.

True to Bosch’s reputation, Divar MR delivers excellent image 
quality with simultaneous, real-time recording in CIF* 
resolution on all channels. When even greater clarity is 
needed, you have the option of using 4CIF* resolution to 
capture more detail. Divar MR’s highly effi cient MPEG-4 
compression signifi cantly reduces bandwidth and storage 
requirements so you can store more detail and extend 
retention periods, all while reducing overall storage cost.




